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A B S T R A C T

The temperature of the low-density intergalactic medium (IGM) is set by the balance between

adiabatic cooling resulting from the expansion of the Universe, and photoheating by the

ultraviolet (UV) background. We have analysed the Lya forest of 11 high-resolution quasar

spectra using wavelets, and find strong evidence of a marked jump in the temperature at the

mean density, T0, of 60 ^ 14 per cent over the redshift interval z ¼ ½3:5; 3:1�, which we

attribute to reionization of He II. The jump can be seen in all three of our spectra that straddle

redshift 3.3, at a significance of >99 per cent. Below z , 3:1, our results are consistent with a

smooth cooling down of the universe, as expected when adiabatic expansion dominates over

photoheating by a UV background from quasi-stellar objects (QSOs) and galaxies. We find no

evidence of thermal fluctuations on scales >5000 km s21 larger than 50 per cent, which could

be detected by our method, suggesting that the IGM follows a reasonably well-defined

temperature–density relation. We demonstrate that the mean wavelet amplitude kAl/ 1/T0,

and calibrate the relation with hydrodynamical simulations. We find T0 > 1:2 £ 104 K at

z > 3:6. Such high temperatures suggest that H I reionization occurred relatively recently.

Key words: hydrodynamics – intergalactic medium – quasars: absorption lines – cosmology:

theory – large-scale structure of Universe.

1 I N T R O D U C T I O N

The intergalactic medium (IGM) can be observed in the spectra of

distant objects such as quasars through resonant absorption in the

Lya transition of neutral hydrogen (Bahcall & Salpeter 1965; Gunn

& Peterson 1965). The availability of high-resolution echelle

spectrographs on large telescopes (HIRES on Keck and UVES on

the Very Large Telescope) has provided us with data of

unprecedented quality over recent years (see Rauch 1998 for a

recent review). At the same time, a theoretical paradigm within the

context of the cold dark matter (CDM) cosmology has emerged

(e.g. Bi, Boerner & Chu 1992), well tested by numerical

hydrodynamical simulations (Cen et al. 1994; Zhang, Anninos &

Norman 1995; Miralda-Escudé et al. 1996; Hernquist et al. 1996;

Wadsley & Bond 1996; Zhang et al. 1997; Theuns et al. 1998;

Machacek et al. 2000), in which the absorption is produced by

volume filling, photoionized gas, that contains most of the baryons

at redshifts z , 3 (see e.g. Efstathiou, Schaye & Theuns 2000 for a

recent review). The absorbers are locally overdense extended

structures, close to local hydrostatic equilibrium (Schaye 2001).

The combination of a predictive theory and superb data has led to a

veritable revolution in IGM studies.

On large scales, the gas distribution is similar to that of the

underlying dark matter, but on small scales pressure forces smooth

the gas distribution, erasing most of the small-scale power.

Combined with thermal broadening and peculiar velocities, this

results in a strong suppression in the amplitude of the flux power

spectrum on scales <200 km s21 (e.g. Theuns, Schaye & Haehnelt

2000). Another consequence of the thermal content of the gas is a

cut-off in the distribution of linewidths b below ,20 km s21

(Schaye et al. 1999), which is clearly present in observed line

samples as well (e.g. Kirkman & Tytler 1997). Both these

signatures can be used to infer the IGM temperature by calibrating

the cut-off using simulations (Schaye et al. 1999, 2000; Ricotti,

Gnedin & Shull 2000; Bryan & Machacek 2000; McDonald et al.

2001).

The IGM temperature can be used to constrain the reionization

history because the thermal time-scales are long in the low-density

gas probed by the Lya absorption (Miralda-Escudé & Rees 1994).

Consequently, the gas retains a memory of its heating history. At

overdensities dr/krl < 3, shock heating and radiative cooling are

unimportant and photoheating of the expanding gas introduces a

tight density–temperature relation T /T0 ¼ ðr/krlÞg21 (e.g. Hui &PE-mail: tt@ast.cam.ac.uk
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Gnedin 1997). A sudden epoch of reionization will make the gas

nearly isothermal ðg , 1Þ at a temperature of ,104 K. Away from

reionization, the density–temperature relation steepens again,

asymptotically reaching g , 1:6. The steepening occurs because

denser gas has a higher neutral fraction, and hence a larger

photoheating rate. If the heating rate can be computed reliably,

given the observed sources of ionizing photons, then a

measurement of the entropy of the gas can in principle determine

the reionization epoch. If the sources responsible for reionizing

hydrogen have a soft spectrum, there may be more than one

reionization epoch as helium reionization requires harder photons.

There is some observational evidence that He II reionization

occurs around z , 3, based on the occurrence of large fluctuations

in the He II optical depth (Davidsen, Kriss & Wei 1996; Reimers

et al. 1997; Heap et al. 2000), and the change in hardness of the

ionizing spectrum as inferred from metal-line ratios (Songaila &

Cowie 1996; Songaila 1998). The interpretation of the optical

depth data is not straightforward, however (Miralda-Éscude,

Haehnelt & Rees 2000), and there is some discussion in the

literature about the reality and interpretation of the claimed change

in metal-line ratios (Boksenberg, Sargent & Rauch 1998; Giroux &

Shull 1997). Note that, if He II reionization does not occur

instantaneously, various measures of the He II abundance change

may well find a range of ‘reionization epochs’, given that they may

sample different overdensities.

Reionization is not expected to be instantaneous because

ionization fronts expand much faster into low-density voids than

into the higher-density filaments (e.g. Gnedin 2000a). If the

sources of ionizing photons are bright but scarce, then reionization

will not be complete until the large ionized bubbles overlap. A

consequence of such patchy reionization is that different regions

might follow different r–T relations and so have different values

of T0. Such ‘temperature fluctuations’ may lead to apparent

discrepancies between the different algorithms discussed earlier to

measure T0 and g, as different methods may give other weights to

regions in the same spectrum.

The aim of this paper is to test whether the data are consistent

with a single, well-defined r–T relation and to investigate whether

He II reionization can be detected by a jump in temperature. We use

the wavelet analysis proposed by Theuns & Zaroubi (2000) and

apply it to a set of high-resolution QSO spectra spanning a wide

range of redshifts. We use hydrodynamical simulations to

demonstrate that our method can detect variations in the amplitude

T0 of the temperature–density relation r/krl/ ðT /T0Þ
g21 of the

order of 50 per cent, even when these occur on scales as small

as ,5000 km s21 (1000 km s21 corresponds to ,9.3 comoving

Mpc h 21 and a redshift extent dz ¼ 1:33 £ 1022 at redshift z ¼ 3,

in the currently popular flat, cosmological constant dominated

model with matter density Vm ¼ 0:3:Þ The method presented here

does not use simulations to identify regions of different

temperatures. Recently, Zaldarriaga (2002) applied a similar

analysis to QSO 1422þ231 and showed that a model with two

temperatures, which occupy comparable fractions of the spectrum,

is constrained to have temperature variations smaller than a factor

of 2.5.

This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents the data

and Section 3 the simulations used to demonstrate the method.

Section 4 describes the wavelet decomposition and the statistical

tools making use of hydrodynamical simulations to illustrate the

approach. Section 5 presents the results, and these are discussed in

Section 6. Section 7 contains the summary. Readers not interested

in the details of the method can skip directly to Section 4.3.1,

which provides an illustration of the method for a simulated

spectrum with imposed temperature fluctuations.

2 T H E DATA

In our analysis, we have used data obtained with the high-

resolution spectrograph on the Keck I telescope (Vogt et al. 1994),

and UVES, the ultraviolet (UV) echelle spectrograph on the Very

Large Telescope (VLT; Kueyen) (D’Odorico et al. 2000). We have

combined line lists taken from the literature with publicly available

spectra (Table 1), to obtain a set of 11 high-resolution quasi-stellar

object (QSO) spectra that span a wide range of emission redshifts

zem ¼ 1:7 ! 3:7. High-resolution data is required because the lines

are intrinsically narrow: ,20 km s21. The standard data reduction

is described in the original references, with the exception of APM

0827þ5255 which was reanalysed after calibration of the flux

scale to remove echelle order mismatches (Tzanavaris & Carswell,

in preparation). All spectra have signal-to-noise ratios of 40–50

per resolution element, and a similar resolution, R , 40 000. Only

two out of 11 of these spectra (QSOs APM 0827þ5255 and

1422þ293) were used in the analysis of the thermal evolution by

Schaye et al. (2000).

Line profile fitting has been performed on the data. Voigt

profiles are fitted to the absorption lines using a x 2 minimization

Table 1. QSO spectra used.

QSO zem B a ll zLya Comments Ref.

HE051524414 1.719 14.9 3080–3270 1.53–1.69 VLT/UVES 1
J22332606 2.238 17.5 3400–3890 1.80–2.20 VLT/UVES 1,2
HE112221648 2.400 17.7 3500–4091 1.88–2.37 VLT/UVES 2
HE221722818 2.413 16.0 3510–4100 1.89–2.37 VLT/UVES 1,2
Q0636þ680 3.174 16.5 4300–4900 2.54–3.03 Keck/HIRES 3
Q03022003 3.286 18.4 4808–5150 2.96–3.24 VLT/UVES 2
Q0956þ122 3.301 17.8 4400–5000 2.62–3.11 Keck/HIRES 3
Q0014þ813 3.384 16.5 4500–5100 2.70–3.20 Keck/HIRES 3
Q1422þ231 3.620 16.5 3645–7306 2.91–3.60 Keck/HIRES 4
Q00552269 3.655 17.9 4852–5598 2.99–3.60 VLT/UVES 2
APM08279þ5255 3.911 15.2 4400–9250 3.20–3.72 Keck/HIRES 5

Note: aB-band magnitudes from the SIMBAD astronomical data base, except for QSO
APM08279þ5255, for which the R-band magnitude is from Irwin et al. (1998).
References: 1. Kim et al. (2001a); 2. Kim et al. (2001b); 3. Hu et al. (1995); 4. Rauch et al.
(1997); 5. Ellison et al. (1999)
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procedure, producing a list of lines with given column density,

NH I (cm22), width b (km s21) and absorption redshift z. Where

possible, metal lines have been identified from line coincidences.

This is in fact a crucial step, as such lines tend to be narrow and so

might be mistaken for a cold Lya cloud.

For QSOs Q0636þ680, Q0956þ122 and Q0014þ813, we use

the published line list given by Hu et al. (1995), who used their own

automated line-fitting programme. All other spectra have been

analysed with the semi-automatic line-fitting programme VPFIT
1

(Webb 1987; Carswell et al. 1987). The mock spectra from our

simulations, described in the next section, are also fitted using

VPFIT.

The line parameters from Voigt profile fitting are not unique

(Kirkman & Tytler 1997). However, in the analysis described

below, we never use the detailed properties of the lines, but rather

analyse spectra as reconstructed from the line list. For QSO HE

1122–1648, we have redone our analysis using another line-fitting

programme, FITLYMAN (Fontana & Ballester 1995), and the results

are nearly identical.

3 H Y D R O DY N A M I C A L S I M U L AT I O N S A N D

M O C K S P E C T R A

We use hydrodynamical simulations to illustrate the method

described below. Briefly, these are simulations of a flat, vacuum-

energy dominated cold dark matter model (matter density

Vm ¼ 0:3, baryon fraction Vb h 2 ¼ 0:019, Hubble constant

H0 ¼ 100 h km s21 Mpc21, h ¼ 0:65 and normalization s8 ¼ 0:9Þ:

We have used CMBFAST (Seljak & Zaldarriaga 1996) to compute

the appropriate linear transfer function.

The simulation code is based on HYDRA (Couchman, Thomas &

Pearce 1995) and combines smoothed particle hydrodynamics

(SPH, Gingold & Monaghan 1977; Lucy 1977) with adaptive P3M

gravity (Couchman 1991). It has been modified extensively by one

of us (TT) in order to be able to simulate the IGM. The code has

been tested comprehensively, and has been parallellized in the

OpenMP standard. Non-equilibrium radiative processes (cooling,

photoionization heating by a UV background and Compton cooling

off the cosmic microwave background radiation) are included with

rates given as in Theuns et al. (1998). The evolution of the UV

background is chosen to give the thermal evolution as determined

by Schaye et al. (2000; the simulation is referred to there as the

‘designer simulation’). In this simulation, H I and He I reionize at

a redshift z , 7 by soft sources, whereas He II reionization is

delayed to a redshift z , 3:4. The simulation box is 12.5 h 21

comoving Mpc on a side (corresponding to <1400 km s21 at

redshift z ¼ 3Þ, and gas and dark matter are represented with

2 £ 2563 particles of masses 1.45 and 8:25 £ 106 M(, respect-

ively. The resolution of this simulation is sufficient to resolve the

various line-broadening mechanisms (Theuns et al. 1998), which

is of course crucial for this type of analysis. At the same time,

effects of missing large-scale power on the statistics analysed here,

are not very important at sufficiently high redshifts >2 (Theuns &

Zaroubi 2000).

In order to study the effect of temperature fluctuations on the

properties of the absorption lines produced, we impose specific

temperature–density relations, T/T0 ¼ ðr/krlÞg21, on our simu-

lation outputs. We impose such a T –r relation on all gas particles

with r < krl or TðrÞ < 2T0ðr/krlÞg21 and r < 10krl. Models C

and H (for cold and hot, respectively) have T0 ¼ 1:5 £ 104 and

2:2 £ 104 K, respectively, with the same slope, g ¼ 5=3. We have

used these two models to make mock spectra of length

,50 000 km s21, typical of observed Lya spectra of redshift ,3

QSOs. (These combined spectra use sets of Voigt profiles

pertaining to fits of spectra of individual sightlines through the

simulation box. Each spectrum is fitted such that the maximum

transmission occurs at the edges, by taking advantage of the fact

that the individual chunks are periodic.) In order to make the

comparison to data more realistic, we impose the observed mean

absorption on the spectra. In addition, we also add noise and

‘instrumental broadening’ following the procedure described in

detail in Theuns et al. (2000).

Below we analyse several such mock spectra (Table 2).

Spectrum S1 is composed of spectra drawn from model C for its

first half, and from model H for its second half. Spectrum S2 is

drawn from model H, except for a cold gap of length 5000 km s21

drawn from model C in the middle of the spectrum. Finally, S3 is a

single temperature model (H), but the mean absorption is scaled to

be respectively 0.64 and 0.6 in the lower and upper-redshift halves

of the spectrum, respectively.

To illustrate the effect of varying g, we also compute spectra for

models with imposed T –r relations of ðT0; gÞ ¼ ð1:5 £ 104; 1Þ and

ð2:2 £ 104; 1Þ. (The neglect of extra broadening due to pressure

effects and peculiar velocities in spectra with imposed equation of

state artificially decreases the differences in line shapes for

different T0 models.) In addition to these simulations, we use

another set of four simulations evolved with 2 £ 643 particles in a

box of size 2.5 h 21 Mpc and the same LCDM cosmology as the

others. These simulations have been run with different heating

rates, to give them different values of log10T0 ¼ ½4:0; 4:1; 4:2; 4:3�

but the same value of g < 1:4. The mock spectra from these

simulations are computed in the same way as the others.

These mock spectra are then scaled to have the same mean

absorption as the data. We have used VPFIT to produce line lists for

all mock spectra, and this allows us to treat data and simulation in

an identical fashion for the wavelet analysis presented in the next

section.

4 M E T H O D

4.1 Wavelet projection

A discrete wavelet is a localized function with a finite bandwidth

(see e.g. Press et al. 1992 for an introduction and original

references to the application of wavelets to a wide variety of

problems). This makes wavelets useful for characterizing

linewidths in a spectrum, as the amplitude of the wavelet will be

related to the width of the line, and the position of the wavelet to

Table 2. Mock spectra used. (T0,g ) refers to the
imposed temperature–density relation, V ¼ 5 £
105 km s21 is the length of each spectrum.

Spectrum (T0,g )

S1 ð1:5 £ 104; 5=3Þ for v < 0:5V
ð2:2 £ 104; 5=3Þ for v > 0:5V

S2 ð2:2 £ 104; 5=3Þ for jv 2 V/2j > 2500
ð1:5 £ 104; 5=3Þ else

S3 ð2:2 £ 104; 5=3Þa

aMean flux �F ¼ 0:64 (0.6) for v < V/2 ðv > V/2Þ.

1 For details on VPFIT, see http://www.ast.cam.ac.uk/ , rfc/vpfit.html
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the position of the line. Pando & Fang (1996) used a wavelet

analysis to describe clustering of Lya absorption lines. Theuns &

Zaroubi (2000) used the Daubechies 20 wavelet (Daubechies 1988)

to characterize temperature fluctuations in a Lya spectrum.

Independently, Meiksin (2000) used the same wavelet basis to

show that most of the information in a spectrum is carried by a

small fraction of the wavelets. More recently, Jamkhedar, Bi &

Fang (2001) used a multi-scale analysis based on wavelets to better

describe the transmission power spectrum taking into account

uncertainties in the applied continuum.

Discrete wavelets are also a set of orthogonal basis functions.

Consequently, we can borrow notation from quantum mechanics to

write any function jcl as a sum over its wavelet projections,

jcl ¼
P

nkcnjcljcnl. Here, jcnl is the wavelet function of level n,

kcnjcl the projection of jcl on to jcnl, and n the ‘quantum number’

of the basis function. Characteristic for wavelets is that they have a

finite extent in both the spatial direction, and the frequency

domain, i.e. they are like a wave-packet instead of a single

momentum wave. So we’ll need two indices to denote a given

wavelet basis function, jcn,pl, where n denotes the characteristic

frequency (‘width’), and p the position of the wavelet.

In this paper we will investigate the properties of the spectrum

in terms of a given single frequency of the wavelet, i.e. we will

study

jcðnÞl ;
p

X
kcn;pjcljcn;pl: ð1Þ

Note that summing jc(n)l over n will give back the original

function jcl. We are left to tune the frequency n to make it most

sensitive to the temperature. We have chosen to use the Daubechies

20 wavelet, as in Theuns & Zaroubi (2000), who give examples of

the decomposition of a spectrum in terms of that wavelet. Note that

computing the wavelet projection equation (1) is computationally

very similar to performing a fast Fourier transform, and many

standard computer packages have wavelet transforms built in. The

usage of wavelets is not very common in astronomy; we would

therefore like to note that the computation of the projection

equation (1) requires a handful of programming lines in standard

software packages such as IDL, and much less than 1 s of computer

time to evaluate. For a given choice of the wavelet, the

decomposition in equation (1) is unique.

Theuns & Zaroubi (2000) showed that the projection in equation

(1) is already very sensitive to the temperature of the gas, because

narrow lines tend to generate larger wavelet coefficients than

broader lines, for a suitable choice of n. Here we describe four

improvements to that method.

(i) Because the jcn,pl are orthogonal basis functions, they change

sign at least once, in contrast to an absorption spectrum. In

particular, the Daubechies 20 wavelet does not look like an

absorption line at all, but is more similar to its derivative. So we

found it advantageous to project the scaled derivative of the

spectrum F(l) with respect to velocity v; ›F/›vðF þ hÞ21. Here,

the ‘velocity’ v is defined as a function of wavelength l through

dl/l ¼ dv/c, where c is the speed of light, and the parameter

h ¼ 0:2 is introduced to avoid division by zero close to the zero

level.

(ii) The positional localization of the narrow wavelet (width

,15 km s21) that we will use below is far better than what we

require to determine a jump in temperature. We take advantage of

this to improve the frequency resolution – and hence the sensitivity

to small changes in the linewidths – of the wavelet projection at the

expense of its localization by computing

jcðn; dÞl ;
p

X
maxð21=2;0;1=2Þ£dðjkcðn; pÞjcð2dÞl £ jcðn; pþ dÞljÞ:

ð2Þ

Thus we shift the input function by d to the left, jcð2dÞl, project it

on to the wavelet, and shift the result by the same d to the right. We

do this for d ¼ 21=2; 0; 1=2 times the width of the wavelet, and at

each position take the maximum absolute value of the three

projections and denote the result by jc(n,d)l. This step is not

crucial to the method, but does improve its sensitivity in finding

temperature fluctuations imposed in the mock spectra.

(iii) Observed spectra contain metal lines in addition to Lya

lines. As described in the data section, we use VPFIT to fit Voigt

profiles, Vðbi;Ni; liÞ, to the spectrum. Here, Vðbi;Ni; li;XiÞ

denotes a Voigt profile of species Xi with column density Ni,

width bi and centred on li. Using this decomposition, we can

reconstruct an (almost) ‘metal free’ spectrum,

FVP ¼ exp 2
i

X
Vðbi;Ni; li;LyaÞ

24 35: ð3Þ

(Note that we still impose instrumental broadening on this

reconstruction.)

The decomposition equation (2) is very good at identifying very

narrow lines <15 km s21. When applying the method to data, it is

sometimes impossible to decide whether such a narrow line is a

metal line or not, because the corresponding other metal transitions

may not fall in the observed region of the spectrum, or fall on top of

a strong Lya line. In cases where a strong wavelet signal results

from a single Voigt profile, we have decided to flag the line as a

potential metal line, and not consider it any further in the rest of the

analysis. Typically, only a handful of lines (out of several

hundreds) are removed per spectrum. This is of course a somewhat

subjective procedure, but is unlikely to introduce any positive

detection of a spurious correlation signal.

Using FVP instead of the original spectrum F has the added

benefit that it is also noise free, making it easier to take the

derivative (step 1), and will also be extremely useful in the

statistical analysis. The decomposition in Voigt profiles is not

unique, but as we only use the reconstructed spectrum and not the

detailed properties of the fitted lines, we expect the spectrum FVP

to be nearly independent of the actual manner in which Voigt

profiles were fitted. In particular, we were unable to detect any

systematic differences in line shapes between the original spectrum

and the reconstruction, using either our mock spectra or observed

data. We also redid the analysis for one QSO spectrum (QSO HE

1122–1648Þ using FITLYMAN (Fontana & Ballester 1995), another

line-fitting programme, and found the same results.

In the absence of evolution in the b parameters, linewidths Dl

will increase with redshift /ð1þ zÞ. This pure ‘expansion’ effect

can be compensated for by rebinning the spectrum to velocity

space, and VPFIT performs such a rebinning.

(iv) The spectrum also contains strong lines. Their square shape

tends to generate large wavelet amplitudes, an effect similar to the

Gibbs phenomenon familiar from Fourier analysis. In addition, in

the saturated region of the strong lines, the wavelet amplitude

becomes zero. These fluctuations in the wavelet amplitudes do not

contain any information on the IGM temperature and so we

ignore them. We begin by identifying all regions of the spectrum

within 1 per cent of being black. All pixels within 1.5 times the
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wavelet-width of such a region are ignored in the statistical

analysis described in the next section.

In summary: we start by fitting the original spectrum F(l) with

Voigt profiles, and reconstruct the spectrum from the fit, using

only those lines not identified as (or suspected to be) metal lines.

For this spectrum, FVP(v), we compute the wavelet projection of its

normalized derivative, FVPðdÞ ¼
P

p maxð21=2;0;1=2Þ£dðjkcðn; pÞj
›FVP/›vðFVP þ 0:2Þ21ð2dÞljcðn; pþ dÞljÞ: We use the corre-

lations in FVP(d) to quantify temperature variations along the

spectrum. Fig. 1 illustrates the procedure. It shows two stretches

taken from spectrum S1 of length 5000 km s21, corresponding to

model C and the 50 per cent hotter model H, respectively. The

wavelet amplitudes tend to be significantly larger in the spectrum

taken from the colder model. The wavelet amplitudes can therefore

serve as a thermometer.

4.2 Statistical analysis

4.2.1 Cumulative distribution of wavelet coefficients

In the previous section we illustrated the strong dependence of the

wavelet amplitude on the temperature of the gas – cooler gas

generates a larger fraction of narrow lines with correspondingly

higher wavelet amplitudes A, on average. Thus we can now

recognize temperature fluctuations by identifying regions over

which the wavelet amplitudes are unusually large (a cold region),

or unusually small (a hot region). We will quantify the extent to

which the wavelet amplitudes in two regions of the spectrum differ,

by Dðv1; ›v1; v2; ›v2Þ, the maximum difference between the two

cumulative distributions of A in the regions ½v1; v1 þ ›v1� and

½v2; v2 þ ›v2� (velocities v are in km s21). [Note that

Dðv1; ›v1; v2; ›v2Þ ¼ 2Dðv2; ›v2; v1; ›v1Þ:� We will denote this

difference as D(v,›v) when one of the windows refers to the whole

spectrum.

The cumulative distribution Pð< AÞ of the wavelet amplitude A

for the two windows shown earlier in Fig. 1 ð½1:9 £ 104; 5 £ 103�

and ½3:55 £ 104; 5 £ 103�, respectively) is plotted in Fig. 2, together

with the cumulative distribution of A over the whole spectrum of

S1. The three distributions appear to be quite different, as expected.

The differences D between the cumulative distributions are shown

as vertical lines. Note that Theuns & Zaroubi (2000) also used

Pð< AÞ to characterize the T –r relation.

The quantity D(v,›v) can be used as a (uncalibrated as of yet)

thermometer. In Fig. 3 we plot Dðv; 5 £ 103Þ as a function of the

starting position v of the window for the simulated spectrum S1.

Notice that as long as v is in the first half of the spectrum – in

which case the window is drawn from the cold simulation C – then

D , 20:2. There is a sudden transition around v , 2:5 £

104 km s21 where D jumps to values ,þ0.2, as the window starts

to fall in the stretch of spectrum drawn from the hotter model H. We

want to stress again that, for a given wavelet basis, Dðv; 5 £ 103Þ

follows uniquely from projecting the spectrum on a set of basis

functions.

Our aim is now to use Dðv1; ›v1; v2; ›v2Þ to find regions with

different temperatures, and use D(v,›v) as a measure of T0.

Figure 1. Flux (lines, left-hand scale) and wavelet amplitude averaged over 100 km s21 (filled histogram, right-hand scale) for a stretch of spectrum of length

5000 km s21 from simulation C ðT0 ¼ 1:5 £ 104 K, top panel) and the hotter simulation H ðT0 ¼ 2:2 £ 104 K, bottom panel). The wavelet amplitudes tend to be

significantly larger in the colder model.

Figure 2. Cumulative distribution of wavelet amplitudes for spectrum S1

(full line labelled all), its hot half (long dashed line) and its cold half (dotted

line). Vertical lines indicate the maximum differences between the

cumulative distributions.
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However, how can one judge whether a given value of D is

statistically significant? The usual way (Kolmogorov–Smirnov

test) to decide whether two data sets are drawn from the same

underlying distribution is to evaluate a particular function of both

jDj, and of the effective number of degrees of freedom N.

Unfortunately, in the present case it is unclear how to determine N,

as pixels are correlated. One way to make progress is to use

randomized spectra, in which any temperature fluctuations have

been destroyed in the randomization procedure, to calibrate the

distribution of D and hence determine how statistically significant

the difference seen in Fig. 2 is. Note that, if a randomized spectrum

by chance produces a peculiar value of D, it is not due to

temperature fluctuations, as the temperature–density relation is not

different from that of the rest of the spectrum. The full procedure to

assign a statistical significance to unusual regions is described next.

4.2.2 Randomized spectra

The aim of this procedure is to produce new spectra from the data,

in which the absorption lines have the same shapes, but any

correlation between the lines is destroyed. One could in principle

randomize the positions of the Voigt profiles in equation (3), but the

resulting spectra turn out to be quite different from the original one.

The reason is that many absorption features are composed of several

Voigt profiles (often with large error estimates for the fitted

parameters), some of which may be quite narrow and are introduced

to obtain a good fit. When randomizing Voigt profiles, such a narrow

line will tend to occur on its own, and this causes clear systematic

differences between the randomized spectra and the original one.

We have chosen instead to randomize the positions of the

absorption features (‘absorption lines’ as opposed to Voigt profiles,

in what follows) themselves. An absorption line is defined as a

stretch of spectrum between two local maxima in FVP. Voigt

profiles are now assigned to a line, if the centre of the profile falls

between the two maxima that define the line. Randomized spectra

are then obtained from randomizing the positions of the lines,

making sure that lines do not overlap (but the Voigt profiles may),

resampling them with replacement. In the tests presented below,

we will show that these randomized spectra are not distinguishable

from the original one, in the absence of imposed temperature

fluctuations.

An example of the identification of lines for part of the spectrum

of QSO 1422þ231 is shown in Fig. 4, where local maxima are

indicated by crosses. We use only those local maxima where the

flux F > 0:5. A histogram of the widths of the lines is shown for

reference in Fig. 5. The typical widths of the lines is ,100 km s21,

with a tail to larger values.

Given these randomized spectra, we can compute the probability

distribution P(D), by randomly sampling ,2 £ 104 window pairs

for each spectrum. The result is plotted in Fig. 6 (dotted line).

Superposed is P(D) for the original spectrum S1, for window pairs

Figure 4. Stretch of spectrum of QSO 1422þ231. A piece of spectrum

between two crosses is identified as an ‘absorption feature’ in the

randomization procedure. Voigt profile fitted absorption lines with central

wavelengths that fall within the same absorption feature always keep their

relative spacing when randomizing the spectrum, thereby keeping the

detailed line shape identical between original and randomized spectrum.

Figure 5. Histogram of the lengths of absorption features identified in QSO

1422þ231.

Figure 6. Probability distribution P(D) for windows of size 5000 km s21 for

windows drawn from 200 randomized spectra of spectrum S1 (dotted line).

The dashed line refers to P(D) for the original spectrum S1, but only

includes window pairs that fall in the same half of S1; the thick full line

refers to window pairs that fall in different halves. The dotted and dashed

histograms are very similar, because both refer to single-temperature

models. The histogram referring to different temperature window pairs (full

line) differs significantly from the case where both windows refer to the

same temperature. This type of statistic is therefore useful in recognizing

regions with different temperatures.

Figure 3. Maximum difference D between the cumulative distribution of A

in a window of size 5000 km s21 starting at velocity v, and the cumulative

distribution of A over the whole spectrum, for the simulated spectrum S1.

Negative values of D indicate regions where the window has a larger

fraction of high wavelet amplitudes than the spectrum as a whole.

D , 20.2 for the first half of the spectrum, and ,þ0.2 for the second half,

showing that D is able to recognize that the first half of spectrum S1 is cold,

and the second half is hot.
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drawn from the same half of the spectrum (dashed line) and from

different halves (full line). The randomized spectra have a similar

P(D) as the original spectrum S1, when both windows are drawn

from a single temperature region, but the mixed temperature P(D)

(full line) is very different. The probability distribution P(D) from

the randomized spectra allows us to assign a statistical significance

to a given value of D.

4.2.3 Cluster analysis

In the previous sections we demonstrated how the difference D can

be used as a thermometer, and how the statistics of P(D) can be

used to decide whether a difference in temperature between two

windows is statistically significant. Here we will combine these

two results to identify regions in the spectrum that have a

statistically significant different temperature as compared to the

rest of the spectrum.

In order to do so, we study correlations in the field

Qðv1; v2; ›vÞ ¼ Dðv1; ›vÞjDðv1; ›v; v2; ›vÞj: ð4Þ

Recall that large values of jDðv1; ›v; v2; ›vÞj suggest different

temperatures between the two windows ½v1; v1 þ ›v� versus

½v2; v2 þ ›v�. Because we multiply this quantity with D(v1,›v) to

obtain Q, we can also judge whether window ½v1; v1 þ ›v� is cold

or hot (in which case Q ! 0 and Q @ 0, respectively), as we

demonstrated in Fig. 3.

A contour representation of Q is plotted in Fig. 7 for spectrum

S1, which shows thatQ , 0 in the top left-hand corner, andQ . 0

in the bottom right-hand corner. Recalling our previous results, this

indicates that the first half of the spectrum is cold, and has a

significantly different temperature from the second half, which

consequently is hot. Recall that this is indeed the case for our

simulated spectrum S1.

The next step is to determine the extent of the region where the

temperature differs significantly from the rest of the spectrum. We

do this using a cluster analysis as follows. Given the normalized

probability distribution P(D), determined from randomized spectra

without fluctuations, we determine Df such that
Ð Df

21
PðDÞ dD ¼ f ,

for f ¼ 0:1 and f ¼ 0:9. That is, only 10 per cent of window pairs

have D < D0:1, and equally 10 per cent of pairs have D > D0:9. We

define Ql ; jD0:1D0:9j as a good first indicator of whether a

window has a peculiar temperature, by comparing Q with Ql.

Windows with Q , 2Ql are likely to be peculiarly cold, those

with Q . Ql peculiarly hot. In Fig. 7, the lowest contour level

shown is Ql, and indeed, these contour levels delineate the low

(cold) and high (hot) regions of the spectrum.

Another example of the field Q, now for the spectrum S2, is

shown in Fig. 8. Recall that S2 has a single cold region located in

½2:2 £ 104; 2:7 £ 104�. This peculiar region falls below the contour

level 2Ql and is therefore neatly detected by the procedure

described so far. Note that there are other, smaller, regions where

jQj > Ql in this example.

We now define a cluster as a connected region where jQj > Ql.

In practise, we identify clusters by interpolating Q on to a grid of

grid size ›v/5 using cloud-in-cell interpolation. A cluster is then a

set of connected grid cells,2 which each have jQj > Ql. The weight

of a cluster is the integral of Q over its cells. The motivation for

doing this is that a region of unusual temperature will have a large

extent in a plot such as Fig. 7, and so will have a large weight. We

will use the randomized spectra to judge the statistical significantly

of those weights.

When identifying clusters, we impose ‘periodic boundary

conditions’ in the vertical direction (i.e. cells at the upper and lower

extreme, but the same horizontal position v1, are also neighbouring

cells). This may seem strange at first, but consider the cluster

identified in Fig. 8. Without periodic boundary conditions, there

would be two clusters (of roughly half the size) above the cold

region ½2:2 £ 104; 2:7 £ 104�. The reason that these two clusters are

not connected but appear to have a hole around v2 , 2:5 £ 104 is of

course because v1 , v2 there, and both windows refer to the same

stretch of spectrum – hence Q , 0. So clearly that region of the

plane is not peculiar as it does not refer to windows of different

temperatures. However, if the cold region had been closer to the

Figure 7. Contour plot for the correlation fieldQ for spectrum S1. Contours

are drawn at levels 0.02, 0.05 and 0.09 for positive values (full lines) and

negative values (dashed lines). The window size ›v ¼ 5000 km s21. The

contour level 20.021 delineates the cold region, and level 0.021 delineates

the hot region.

Figure 8. Same as Fig. 7 for spectrum S2. The cold gap in the middle of the

spectrum stands out.

2 Grid cells that neighbour each other, either horizontally or vertically, are

called ‘connected’.
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start, or the end of the spectrum, there wouldn’t have been a hole,

and hence the cluster would have been identified with nearly twice

the weight it has now. This is clearly not what we want. Imposing

periodic boundary conditions connects these two clusters into one

again. In this case, the weight of the cluster does not depend on its

position. Note that clusters that correspond to low temperatures

have a negative weight.

After cluster identification, we can introduce the new field, C,
defined on the grid, where Cðv1; v2Þ ¼ 0 if the cell does not fall into

a cluster, and equals the weight of the cluster if it does. Finally, we

project C on to the spectrum,

CPðv1Þ ¼
v2

X
Cðv1; v2Þ: ð5Þ

For a given velocity, CP(v) is a measure of the fraction of spectrum

that has a significantly different temperature. The level of signifi-

cance of a given value CP(v) is obtained by performing the same

analysis on all the randomized spectra, from which we can

compute the probability distribution P(CP). This concludes the

description of the statistical analysis.

4.3 Temperature calibration

The method described so far identifies regions of significantly

different temperatures. We can get an idea of how much the

temperatures differ by examining in more detail the probability

distribution P(A) of wavelet amplitudes. The shape of this

distribution depends mainly on its average kAl, as pointed out by

Zaldarriaga (2002), and demonstrated in Fig. 9. There is an

additional dependence on the slope g of the T –r relation, in that

models with larger g have a higher fraction of wavelets around the

mean.

In turn, kAl correlates strongly with the temperature Td ; Tdg21

of the gas, at some overdensity d ; r/krl. For the mean absorption

appropriate for z ¼ 3, d < 1:2. Fig. 10 shows that Td / kAl21
, for

simulated models with a range of values for T0 and g. So without

calibrating the kAl–T relation with simulations, one can still

estimate temperature ratios. If one is willing to normalize the

relation using simulations, then it is possible to measure T1.2

directly.

In the linear regime, the baryonic overdensity dIGM is

smoothed with respect to the dark matter field dDM according to

dIGMðkÞ / dDMðkÞ/k
2T ; at high wavenumbers k (e.g. Bi &

Davidsen 1997). The wavelet amplitude kAl is a measure of the

rms of dIGM on small scales, which explains the scaling kAl/
kd2

IGMl1=2
/ T 21:

The mean kAl can be directly computed for a given spectrum,

and the linear relation of Fig. 10 can then be used to estimate T1.2.

In the simulations we measured a variation of ,30 per cent in kAl
over regions of ›v ¼ 5000 km s21, in single temperature models.

The corresponding error bars are indicated in Fig. 10. When

applying this linear scaling to data of velocity extent ›v, we will

also assume a similar error ,30ð›v/5000 km s21Þ21=2 per cent. The

values g ¼ 1 and g ¼ 5=3 are likely to span the range encountered

when applying this calibration to real data.

4.3.1 Summary and illustration

The method we have devised consists of three steps.

(i) Compute the contribution of a narrow wavelet to the deriva-

tive of the spectrum. We used simulation to show that the ampli-

tude A of such a wavelet anticorrelates strongly with the

temperature of absorbing gas (Fig. 1). The cumulative distribution

Pð, AÞ can be used to characterize the r–T relation. For example,

we used the maximum distance D between the cumulative

distributions of two stretches of spectrum to judge which stretch

corresponds to higher temperatures (Fig. 3).

(ii) Generate random spectra from the original data by

scrambling the line list. These random spectra are used to compute

the probability distribution P(D) for spectra without temperature

fluctuations.

(iii) Identify unusual regions in the spectrum that correspond to

large values of jQj, where Qðv1; v2; ›vÞ is defined in equation (4).

Use a clustering analysis to better characterize the size of these

regions. Project the resulting clusters on to the spectrum to obtain

CP(v) (equation 5) and use the randomized spectra to associate the

statistical significance.

An estimate of the temperature ratio of different regions can be

obtained by comparing the mean wavelet amplitudes and using the

relation T / kAl21
.

The final result of applying the above procedure to the simulated

spectra S1, S2 and S3 is shown in Fig. 11. For each value of CP(v),

we find the fraction f of random spectra that have a comparable

Figure 9. Dependence of the probability distribution P(A ) of wavelet amplitudes on T0 and g. Panel (a): PðA/kA1lÞ versus A/kA1l for models with

log10T0 ¼ ½4:0; 4:1; 4:2; 4:3� (full, dotted, short-dashed and long-dashed lines, respectively) and g ¼ 1:4. The amplitudes have been scaled by the mean wavelet

amplitude kA1l of the coldest model. In panel (b), the distribution PðA/kAlÞ is scaled using the mean of the distribution. In panel (c) we show the normalized

distributions PðA/kAlÞ for models with ðlog10T0; gÞ ¼ ð4:18; 1Þ and (4.18,5/3) (lower curves, full and dashed line, respectively, offset vertically by 20.1) and

ðlog10T0;gÞ ¼ ð4:34; 1Þ and ð4:34; 5=3Þ (full and dashed lines, respectively, offset vertically by 0.1). Panel (a) shows that P(A ) depends on T0, with hotter

models having a smaller fraction of large wavelet amplitudes, as expected. Panel (b) demonstrates that the difference in shape is mostly due to the difference in

mean kAl of the distribution. Finally, panel (c) shows that g has an effect on the shape of PðA/kAlÞ as well, such that models with a larger g are larger around the

mean of the distribution.
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cluster, and plot the significance 100ð1: 2 f Þ in per cent [or

100ð f 2 1:Þ for cold regions], both for hot regions (filled

histogram, right-hand scale) and for cold regions (histogram,

left-hand scale). The hot and cold regions in spectrum S1 both have

a significance of ,100 per cent, meaning that none of the (200 in

this case) randomized spectra contain clusters that large. The cold

gap in spectrum S2 is significant at the 95 per cent level.

The different r–T relations in the spectra S1 and S2 were

imposed on the simulations in post processing. This is likely to

underestimate the differences in linewidths, compared to models in

which the temperature is different during the simulation as well.

For example, Theuns et al. (2000) showed that linewidths for

simulations with identical imposed r–T relations are measurably

different if the underlying simulations had different temperatures.

The reason is that simulations with different temperatures vary in

the amount of Jeans smoothing and pressure-induced peculiar

velocities, which also contribute to the linewidths. These effects

are not captured by changing the r–T relation, which only

influences the thermal broadening.

Finally, spectrum S3 drawn from a single temperature model

does not contain any regions significant to more than 10 per cent.

Recall that this simulated spectrum has a large jump in optical

depth, with mean fluxes �F , 0:64 and ,0.60 for the first and

second halves of the spectrum, respectively. This latter test

demonstrates that the procedure of randomizing spectra works well

– the original spectrum is equivalent to the randomized spectra for

the statistic we investigate here. Note also that the method is not

very sensitive to the mean effective optical depth. We apply the

analysis procedure to data in the next Section.

5 T H E R M A L S TAT E O F T H E I G M

5.1 Redshift range z 5 3; 3:6

Two of our QSO spectra span the region around z , 3:2 where

Schaye et al. (2000) claimed an increase in T0. We have appended a

stretch of spectrum of APM 0827þ5255 to that of QSO 03022003

and 0014þ813, to have two more spectra that straddle the redshift

z , 3:2. We use these spectra to investigate whether our new

method independently suggests a change in T0 around redshift

z , 3:2. For each of the spectra, we have generated 200

randomized spectra to judge the significance of the temperature

fluctuations as described earlier.

QSO 00552269 does indeed appear to show a very sudden

increase in T0 around z , 3:3 (Fig. 12). Its low-redshift half is

unusually hot at the 99.5 per cent level, and the high-redshift half is

unusually cold at the 97 per cent level. It is worth noting that the

low-redshift half contain two voids at z , 3:11 and 3.28 of sizes

,17 and 15 h 21 Mpc, respectively (deceleration parameter q0 ¼

0:1; Kim et al. 2001b). This sudden transition looks very similar to

what we had for our simulated spectrum S1 (but there the low-

redshift half of S1 was cold). The identification of a statistically

significant change in T0 does not require the use of simulations.

However, when we need to decide by how much T0 changes,

simulations are needed in order to calibrate the relation between

the wavelet distribution and (T0,g).

QSO 1422þ231 also shows an increase in T0, albeit not so

suddenly (Fig. 13). As for QSO 00552269, the top (bottom) half is

unusually cold (hot), at the 99.5 (97.5) per cent level. Note that

there are large fluctuations in D in between the hot and cold

regions, in the interval z ¼ ½3:1; 3:4�. In particular, it would be

tempting to identify the hot region around z , 3:37 as being heated

early, and/or the cold region around z , 3:2 as remaining cold

slightly longer. However, the regions around z , 3 and z , 3:5 are

much larger, hence far more significant. When randomized spectra

are generated from this spectrum, many will actually contain large

cold/hot regions as well, making the apparent fluctuations around

z , 3:2 not statistically significant.

The combined spectrum of QSOs 03022003 (from z ¼

Figure 11. Statistical significance that the temperature in a window of size

5000 km s21 starting at velocity v differs from the spectrum as a whole. The

outlined histogram (left-hand scale) is significance in per cent for cold

regions, the filled histogram (right-hand scale) for hot regions. The dotted

line (right-hand scale) denotes the flux, smoothed over 5000 km s21. Both

the hot and cold regions in S1 (top panel) are assigned a significance of 100

per cent. The cold gap in spectrum S2 has a significance of 95 per cent.

Finally, no significant region is detected in the single temperature spectrum

S3 (bottom panel). The bottom panel shows the D statistic for S3, which can

be compared with the corresponding curve for S1 in Fig. 3.

Figure 10. Temperature T1:2 ; T01:2g21 at an overdensity of 1.2, versus

the inverse kAl21 of the wavelet amplitude for models with different values

of T0 and g at a redshift z ¼ 3. The values of g are indicated in the panel.

The error bars assume 30 per cent uncertainty on kAl per 5000 km s21. The

line is a least-squares fit to the points, demonstrating the scaling

T1:2 / kAl21
.
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½3; 3:27�Þ and APM 0827þ5255 (from z ¼ ½3:27; 3:7�Þ is shown in

Fig. 14. There is a sudden change in temperature at z ¼ 3:3, with a

significance of 100 per cent for the low-redshift hot half, and 99.5

per cent for the high-redshift colder region. QSO 03022003

contains a well known void at z , 3:17 (Dobrzycki & Bechtold

1991) which is visible in Fig. 14 as a region of low absorption. We

note that the higher-resolution data of Kim et al. (2001b) suggest a

smaller size for the void than the earlier data. In any case,

comparing the mean absorption with the temperature measure D, it

is clear that the high inferred temperatures do not just result from

the presence of these voids, although they might contribute to it.

The combined spectrum of QSOs 0014þ813 (from z ¼ ½3; 3:2�Þ

and APM 0827þ5255 (from z ¼ ½3:2; 3:7�Þ is shown in Fig. 15.

Below z ¼ 3:15, this spectrum is hot at the 100 per cent level,

above z ¼ 3:35 it is cold at the 99.5 per cent level. In between,

there are large-scale fluctuations similar to what we obtained for

QSO 1422þ231.

The probability of wavelet amplitudes, P(A), is plotted in Fig. 16

for the unusual regions identified in these spectra. Consistent with

the above evidence of a temperature jump, we find a change in

shape of P(A) around z , 3:3. Comparing the normalized

distribution, PðA/kAlÞ, with the simulations, we find good

agreement between the high-redshift halves and the simulation

with ðlog T0;gÞ ¼ ð4:18; 5=3Þ, and the low-redshift half and the

isothermal model ðlog T0; gÞ ¼ ð4:34; 1Þ, respectively (Fig. 17).

Using these values for g, we can apply the calibration between kAl
and T1:2 ; T01:2g21 from Fig. 10 to obtain an estimate for T0. The

result is in excellent agreement with the temperature evolution

determined by Schaye et al. (2000) using the b 2 N cut-off

(Fig. 18). Above redshift z , 3:4, the temperature T0 , 104:1^0:15;

below that T0 , 104:3^0:15, an increase of around 60 per cent.

We conclude that all four spectra show evidence for a change in

temperature, significant at the ,99 per cent level, over a relatively

narrow redshift interval around z , 3:3 ^ 0:2. The temperature

increase is 60 ^ 14 per cent. Such an evolution is clearly not

consistent with photoheating of a highly ionized, expanding

medium, in which case the temperature would smoothly decrease

towards lower z, but is consistent with a sudden entropy injection in

the IGM resulting from He II reionization.

5.2 Redshift range z 5 2:6; 3:2

We have combined the four intermediate redshift QSOs

0636þ680, 0956þ122, 03022003 and 0014þ813 into one longer

spectrum, analysed in Fig. 19. The lowest redshift part of 0302 2

003 has a cold region of moderate significance ðP , 85 per cent).

In addition there is a hot region of size ,104 km s21 at a redshift

z , 3:1 in the spectrum of 0014þ813. This hot region is also

significant if we analyse the spectrum of 0014þ813 on its own

(Fig. 20).

The wavelet amplitudes and the spectrum itself are compared for

this peculiar region in the spectrum of QSO 0014þ813 and two

other stretches at comparable redshifts, in Fig. 21. What makes the

spectrum in the top panel peculiar from the other two is that lines of

comparable strength are broader and consequently produce smaller

wavelet amplitudes. The analysis with 200 randomized spectra

puts the statistical significance of the hot region at the P ¼ 99:5 per

cent level. Using the mean wavelet amplitude to estimate the

temperature, we find that the difference in T0 is 60 ^ 30 per cent.

This higher temperature is presumably a consequence of the region

undergoing reionization later than the rest of the spectrum,

although other processes might contribute as well.

Figure 12. Wavelet analysis of the spectrum of QSO 00552269. Top panel:

mean flux averaged over a window of ›v ¼ 8000 km s21. Bottom panel:

temperature measure D(v, ›v) (dot-dashed line, right-hand scale), and

statistical significance P(CP), where CP is defined in equation (5), of

temperature fluctuations in per cent (histogram, left-hand scale). The low-

redshift half of the spectrum is unusually hot at the 99.5 per cent level, and

the high-redshift half of the spectrum is unusually cold at the 97 per cent

level. The jump in temperature appears to be very sudden and occurs at a

redshift z , 3:3. The mean absorption F̄ does not appear to undergo a

similar strong evolution.

Figure 13. Same as Fig. 12 for QSO 1422þ231, but for a window size of

›v ¼ 5000 km s21. Below z , 3:05, the spectrum is unusually hot at the

97.5 per cent level. Above z , 3:4 it is unusually cold at the 99.5 per cent

level. In between, there appear to be large fluctuations in D(v, ›v), which

however are not statistically significant, when compared to the spectrum as

a whole.

Figure 14. Same as Fig. 13 for QSO 03022003 (interval z ¼ ½3; 3:27�Þ and

QSO APM 0827þ5255 (interval z ¼ ½3:27; 3:7�Þ. The spectrum below z ,
3:35 is hot at the 100 per cent level, and above z , 3:35 it is cold at the 99.5

per cent level.
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5.3 Redshift range z 5 1:5; 2:4

We have plotted the combined spectrum of the four low-redshift

QSOs 051524414 ðz ¼ ½1:5; 1:7�Þ�, 22332606 ðz ¼ ½1:8; 2:2�Þ,

112221648 ðz ¼ ½1:9; 2:4�Þ and 221722818 ðz ¼ ½1:9; 2:3�Þ in

Fig. 22. QSO 221722818 contains a region of size ,104 km s21

[, 100 Mpc h 21 comoving size in a ðVm;VLÞ ¼ ð0:3; 0:7Þ

cosmology] which is colder at the 99 per cent significance level,

when compared to 200 random realizations. The mean absorption

does not appear to be unusual in this region. When analysing the

spectrum of QSO 221722818 on its own, the cold region is equally

significant at the 99.5 per cent level (Fig. 23).

The wavelet amplitudes and the spectrum itself are compared for

this cold region and two other stretches at comparable redshifts in

Fig. 24. The differences between the top panel and the two others is

similar to what we found for the simulated spectrum S1 in Fig. 1,

with the narrower lines in the top panel generating larger wavelet

amplitudes. Using the mean wavelet amplitude to measure the

temperature, we find the difference in T0 is 77 ^ 36 per cent.

At these lower redshifts, the number of metal lines, and the

fraction of lines blended with metal lines, is no longer negligible.

In order to minimize the possibility that the detected cluster of

narrow lines is significantly contaminated by such lines, two of us

have independently fit the spectrum of QSO 221722818 using

VPFIT. For each line not directly identified as a metal line, we have

checked whether there is a consistent detection of Lyb as well (the

data are noisier at Lyg, but we also demand consistency at that

transition where possible, i.e. for z . 2:137Þ. Unfortunately, metal

transitions often have multiple components, and so if a transition

were to be missed, it can contribute significantly to the signal. We

have performed the wavelet analysis with these two independent

line lists, and the results are nearly identical. Both detect an

unusually large wavelet signal in the same region, at significance

levels of 99.5 and 98.5 per cent, respectively.

From a theoretical point of view, if the temperature difference

were due solely to a difference in reionization redshift, then a

region could have an unusually low temperature if it had been

Figure 15. Same as Fig. 14 but for QSO 0014þ813 (interval z ¼ ½3; 3:2�Þ

and QSO APM 0827þ5255 (interval z ¼ ½3:2; 3:7�Þ. The spectrum below

z , 3:15 is hot at the 100 per cent level, and above z , 3:35 it is cold at the

99.5 per cent level.

Figure 16. Probability distribution of wavelet amplitudes, P(A), for the

combined spectrum of QSOs 03022003 and APM 0827þ5255, and for

QSOs 1422þ231 and 00552269. The high-redshift halves of the spectra

([3.37, 3.6], [3.45, 3.5] and [3.35, 3.5] respectively) and the low-redshift

halves ([3.05, 3.3], [2.95, 3.05], [3.05, 3.25]) are shown separately. P(A) for

spectra at the same redshift are very similar, but there is a difference

between the probability distributions at different redshifts. Figure 17. Same as Fig. 16, but for the distribution of wavelet amplitudes in

units of the mean amplitude, A/kAlPðA/kAlÞ. Dashed lines refer to the high-

redshift parts of the spectrum, full lines to the low-redshift halves. Filled

triangles and filled squares refer to simulations with ðlog T0;gÞ ¼

ð4:18; 5=3Þ and (4.34,1), respectively. The high-redshift halves are well

represented by the colder model with a steep T –r relation, the lower-

redshift halves are better fitted by the hotter, isothermal model.
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reionized very early, or not at all. Assuming that T / ð1þ zÞ1:8

after reionization, the early redshift would have to be ,4.5. Both

these possibilities seem unlikely to us. Given that we only detect

one such unusual region over this redshift range, it seems more

plausible that a combination of several effects, such as residual and

partial contamination by metal lines, the presence of large-scale

structure, and the gradual temperature decrease due to the

expansion of the Universe, all contribute to making this region

appear unusual. In addition, the voids in the spectrum at redshifts

z , 1:9, 2.2 and 2.3 (Kim, Cristiani & D’Odorico 2001a) will

contribute to the signal as well.

6 D I S C U S S I O N

Schaye et al. (2000) determined the evolution of the r–T relation

of the IGM by measuring the cut-off in the b–NH I distribution of

nine high-resolution QSOs. (Only two of those are in common with

the ones used in the present analysis). They used high-resolution

hydrodynamical simulations to calibrate the relation between the

b–NH I cut-off and the underlying r–T relation (Schaye et al.

1999). They inferred relatively high temperatures, T0 , 104:1 K,

g , 1:3 at high redshifts z ¼ ½4:5; 3:5�, an apparently sharp rise to

T0 , 104:4 K around z , 3 with an associated dip in g , 1,

followed by a gradual decrease in T0 and increase in g towards

z , 2. This temperature evolution is not consistent with

photoheating in the optically thin limit, as determined from the

Haardt & Madau (1996) tracks.

Ricotti et al. (2000) wrote down a partly theoretically motivated

parametric function that describes the 2D distribution of lines in

the b–NH I plane. They employed dark matter simulations with an

added ‘pressure term’ to mimic the effects of thermal smoothing, to

calibrate the fitting parameters of the function, in terms of the

simulation parameters. Their mock spectra were analysed with

AUTOVP (Davé et al. 1997). Applying their method to published

line lists, they obtained a thermal evolution consistent with that

deduced by Schaye et al. (2000), although their error bars are large.

In particular, they also stressed the small values of g , 1 around

z , 3.

Bryan & Machacek (2000) used high-resolution Eulerian

simulations to measure T0 from the b–NH I cut-off. These authors

stressed that the position of the cut-off also depends sensitively on

the amplitude s8 of the underlying dark matter power spectrum.

Bryan & Machacek used the Voigt profile fitter described in Zhang

et al. (1997), which fits Gaussians to the optical depth distribution

of absorption lines without attempting to deblend the absorption

lines in terms of Voigt profiles, in contrast to VPFIT or AUTOVP.

Theuns et al. (2000) showed that these other fitters appear much

less sensitive to s8, which might partly explain the difference in s8

dependence. [Theuns & Zaroubi (2000) demonstrated that the

wavelet analysis as described here is also not very sensitive to s8.]

Bryan & Machacek inferred high temperatures as well, and also

Figure 18. Temperature at the mean density, T0, versus redshift. The open

symbols with error bars are taken from Schaye et al. (2000). The filled

symbols with error bars and thicker lines refer to estimates of T0 based on

the mean wavelet amplitudes and the calibration of Fig. 10, with errors on

T0 of 30 per cent for a stretch of spectrum of 5000 km s21. Errors in the

redshift direction refer to the redshift extent of the sampled region. Symbol

types refer to the QSOs (note that APM 0827þ5255 and 1422þ231 were

used in the analysis of Schaye et al. 2000 as well.) We have assumed g ¼ 1

below z ¼ 3:3 and g ¼ 5=3 above z ¼ 3:3 to convert T1.2 to T0. The dotted

line shows the temperature evolution in a simulation where He II reionizes

at redshift ,3.4. It fits the data very well.

Figure 19. Combined spectrum of four �z , 2:8 QSOs as function of

velocity v. Top panel: redshift range for each QSO; middle panel: mean flux

averaged over ›v ¼ 5 £ 103 km s21; bottom panel: temperature indicator

D(v, ›v) (dot-dashed line, right-hand scale) and significance P in per cent

(histogram, left-hand scale). There is a significantly hotter region ðP , 99

per cent) of size ,104 km s21 at v , 1:1 £ 105 km s21 ðz , 3:0Þ in the

spectrum of QSO 0014þ813.

Figure 20. Same as Fig. 12, but for the spectrum of QSO 0014þ813, using

a window size ›v ¼ 5000 km s21. The hot region around z , 3 has a

significance of 98.5 per cent.
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concluded that the heating by He II might be underestimated in the

traditional models based on the optically thin limit.

McDonald et al. (2001) used a slightly different procedure to

measure T0 from the widths of the lines. They only use lines that

are well-fitted by a single, unblended Voigt profile. T0 is

determined from the widths of those fits, correcting for other

broadening contributions as a function of column density, using

simulations. They find this correction to be large for low-density

gas, and hence resort to measuring Td at an overdensity of d , 1:5.

They find no evidence for evolution in Td , 104:3 K with redshift,

from z , 3:9 to 2.4. The redshift evolution of the temperature at a

given overdensity, Td, depends on d, because the photoheating rate

depends on density (Miralda-Escudé & Rees 1994; see also fig. 3 in

Schaye et al. 2000). It is not clear whether the measurement of T1.5

by McDonald et al. (2001) is in contradiction with the

Figure 21. Flux (full lines, left-hand scale) and wavelet amplitudes (filled histograms, right-hand scales) for three regions of length 104 km s21 taken from the

spectrum shown in Fig. 19. The top panel corresponds to the hot region around z , 3:1 ðv , 1:1 £ 105 km s21Þ, the middle and bottom panels correspond to

stretches of the spectrum at comparable redshifts which are not deemed unusual. Note the small fraction of narrow lines in the hot region, as compared to the

other two.

Figure 22. Combined spectrum of four �z , 2 QSOs as function of velocity

v. Top panel: redshift range for each QSO; middle panel: mean flux

averaged over ›v ¼ 5 £ 103 km s21; bottom panel: temperature indicator

D(v, ›v) (dot-dashed line, right-hand scale) and significance P in per cent

(histogram, left-hand scale). There is a significantly colder region ðP , 99

per cent) of size ,104 km s21 at v , 1:5 £ 105 km s21 ðz , 2Þ in the

spectrum of QSO 221722818.

Figure 23. Same as Fig. 12 but for the spectrum of the low-redshift QSO

221722818, using a window size ›v ¼ 5000 km s21. The cold region in the

middle of the spectrum has a significance of 99.5 per cent.
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determination of T0 by the other groups, given the large uncertainty

in g quoted by all groups. The fact that their analysis is based on a

single hydrodynamical simulation makes it difficult to judge the

robustness of their analysis procedure. In addition, these authors

averaged their results over wide redshift bins, which hampers their

ability to detect sudden changes in T0 or g.

Zaldarriaga, Hui & Tegmark (2001) used the small-scale cut-off

in the power spectrum as a measure of T0. They find similar

temperatures as McDonald et al. (2001), but unfortunately only use

dark matter simulations to calibrate their results. Also Rollinde

et al. (2001) use an inversion procedure to measure T0 which is

tested only on low-resolution dark matter simulations. Such

simulations are inadequate to study the thermal properties of the

IGM. Even simulations that include hydrodynamics need to be

very accurate in order to resolve all the line broadening

mechanisms properly (Theuns et al. 1998; Bryan et al. 1999).

Therefore this type of analysis only shows that the method can

deduce the temperature of the gas painted on top of a dark matter

simulation using an untested prescription.

All determinations so far lead to higher values of T0 than were

expected for photoheating by a UV background dominated by

QSOs, such as computed by Haardt & Madau (1996). One way to

increase T0 for a given UV background is to increase the baryon

fraction vb ; Vb h 2, as the heating rate is proportional to the

physical density of the gas (Miralda-Escudé & Rees 1994). Theuns

et al. (1999) demonstrated that higher vb makes lines fitted by

VPFIT considerably broader as T0 increases. A higher value of vb

would also allow galaxies to make a significant contribution to the

UV background, as seems to be implied by the measurements of

Steidel, Pettini & Adelberger (2001) of the large escape fraction of

UV-photon from Lyman-break galaxies (Haehnelt et al. 2001).

Without such a high vb, it would be difficult to explain the

observed high opacity of the IGM. However, such high values of vb

would appear to violate the tight constraints on vb , 0:0193 ^

0:0014 determined from the deuterium abundance (Burles & Tytler

1998; Kirkman et al. 2000).

Alternatively, higher values of T0 can result from other heating

mechanisms. The currently most popular one is that the

calculations based on assuming an optically thin gas underestimate

the photoheating rate, by a factor of up to a few (Miralda-Escudé &

Rees 1994; Abel & Haehnelt 1999). Therefore, delayed He II

reionization could be responsible for the increase in T0 around

z , 3, as suggested by Schaye et al. (2000), Ricotti et al. (2000)

and Bryan & Machacek (2000). In fact, even the constant T0

favoured by McDonald et al. (2001) requires an extra heating

source, such as He II reionization.

If the sources responsible for reionizing He II are bright but

scarce, then the temperature distribution could become quite

inhomogeneous, with large He III regions separated from cooler,

He II zones (Miralda-Escudé & Rees 1994). The ionizing radiation

would quickly overrun the low-density voids, impulsively heating

the gas, while the more overdense filamentary regions would

remain neutral for longer (Miralda-Escudé, Haehnelt & Rees

2000). Because the lower-density gas then will be hotter, its neutral

fraction would become even lower because of the T 20.7

temperature dependence of the recombination coefficient. As a

Figure 24. Flux (full lines, left-hand scale) and wavelet amplitudes (filled histograms, right-hand scales) for three regions of length 104 km s21 taken from the

spectrum shown in Fig. 22. The top panel corresponds to the cold region around z , 2:1 ðv , 1:5 £ 105 km s21Þ, the middle and bottom panels correspond to

stretches of the spectrum at comparable redshifts which are not deemed unusual. Note the large fraction of narrow lines and the associated high wavelet

amplitudes in the top panel. The two other panels do not contain such narrow lines.
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result, the contrast in absorption between voids and filaments

would increase even further.

The large jump in T0 of 60 ^ 14 per cent over the redshift

interval z ¼ ½3:5; 3:1� discussed in Section 5.1 strongly suggests a

sudden entropy injection, likely resulting from He II reionization.

Most of the wavelet signal comes from gas at modest overdensities

1 & d & 3, which produces lines of column density ,1013 cm21.

This is because weaker lines do not contribute significantly to the

wavelets, and stronger lines are both fewer and partly explicitly

ignored in the analysis. This gas traces the modestly overdense

filamentary pattern seen in simulations, and our analysis suggests it

becomes reionized in He II in a fraction ,0.2 of a Hubble time.

This also naturally explains the relatively high values of T0 found at

lower redshifts.

A sudden increase in T0 influences the gas distribution in shallow

potential wells. Theuns et al. (2000) explicitly showed how

increased heating can drive gas out of the centers of filaments into

the lower density surroundings. The velocity of this gas also

contributes to the linewidths as determined by Voigt-profile fitting.

Such impulsive heating may influence the formation of haloes of

virial temperatures &2: £ 104 K (Gnedin 2000b).

After reionization, the IGM temperature will fall at a rate

T0 < ð1þ zÞ1:8, slower than pure adiabatic expansion because of

the continuing photoheating. Over a redshift extent dz , 0:5 of the

Lya forest of a QSO, this corresponds to a drop of ,27 and 32 per

cent at redshifts 3 and 2.5, respectively, between the high- and low-

redshift parts of the QSOs spectrum. This will contribute to making

the top half of QSO 0014þ813 unusually hot, and the bottom half

of QSO 221722818 unusually cold. Similarly, if He II reionization

were delayed in one region with respect to another, for example as

a result of QSO clustering, then we might expect to see differences

in T0 of order 40 per cent, given our estimate of z ¼ 3:3 ^ 0:15 for

the duration of the reionization epoch. Such entropy fluctuations

are likely to remain present for a long time afterwards, given that

the IGM evolves nearly isentropically after reionization.

Why don’t we see fluctuations on smaller scales? The analysis

of spectrum S2 suggests that the present method can detect

fluctuations of amplitude 50 per cent in T0 on scales as small as

5 £ 103 km s21. However, our simulations are clearly somewhat

idealized: they lack large-scale power, and in addition have an

imposed r–T relation without any scatter. In the real Universe,

the presence of large-scale power and scatter in the r–T will

tend to increase the intrinsic fluctuations in the wavelet

amplitudes, making it harder to recognize a stretch of spectrum

with truly different T0 or g. This is particularly true around

reionization, where small-scale fluctuations would be hard to

detect in the presence of a large jump in the spectrum as a

whole. However, the absence of small-scale fluctuations away

from reionization suggests that the IGM does obey a reasonably

well defined T –r relation on sufficiently large scales

>5000 km s21. Given the arguments above it also suggest that

reionization occurred relatively well synchronized throughout the

IGM.

7 S U M M A RY

We have presented a method that uses wavelets to characterize

objectively the linewidths of Lya lines in a QSO spectrum. Colder

gas produces narrower absorption lines, for which the wavelet

amplitudes are larger. We described a statistical method, based on

recognizing regions where the distribution of wavelet amplitudes is

unusual, to identify regions where the temperature at the mean

density, T0, differs significantly from the mean. The significance

level is determined by performing the wavelet analysis on spectra

obtained from the data after scrambling the list of absorption lines,

thereby destroying all correlations imprinted by (temperature)

fluctuations.

We applied this method to mock spectra generated from high-

resolution hydrodynamical simulations. We imposed several r–T

relations on the output from these simulations, and used them to

construct spectra with intrinsic temperature fluctuations. We

demonstrated that the method is able to detect fluctuations in T0 of

,50 per cent in regions as small as 5000 km s21 at redshift z ¼ 3,

at the 95 per cent level. We also showed that by calibrating the

relation between the average wavelet amplitude, kAl, and T0 using

our hydrodynamical simulations, one can estimate the IGM

temperature with an rms error of the order of 30 per cent, per

stretch of spectrum of 5000 km s21.

We have applied the method to 11 high-resolution QSO spectra.

There is strong evidence of a sharp increase in T0 by a factor

,60 ^ 14 per cent over the redshift interval z ¼ ½3:5; 3:1�. We

interpreted this as evidence for He II reionization, and concluded

that it took of the order of dz , 0:4 to reionize the filaments at

overdensity ,3, which our method is most sensitive to. Our

estimate for the temperatures above and below the jump are T0 <
104:1^0:15 and T0 , 104:3^0:15 K, respectively. These values are in

excellent agreement with those obtained by Schaye et al. (2000),

who used a very different method.

At lower redshifts, we find that the IGM appears to follow a

reasonably well defined T –r relation on scales larger than

5000 km s21. In eight QSO spectra, we only found two unusual

regions, significant at the more than 99 per cent level. QSO

0014þ813 has a hot region of size 104 km s21 at z , 3:1, where the

temperature is around 60 ^ 30 per cent higher. This could be a relic

of He II reionization, enhanced by the overall decrease in T0 along

the spectrum as a result of adiabatic expansion. QSO 2217–2818

has a cold region of similar size, at z , 2:3, where T0 is lower by

,77 ^ 36 per cent. Again in addition to adiabatic expansion, the

three voids in this spectrum will contribute to making this region

unusual.
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